
 

 

 

 

 

 

Muslim School Oadby  
SPECIAL PRAYERS DURING NIGHT OF MI’RAJ 

1. Pray 12 rakaats nafil namaaz in 2 rakaat units (i.e. 2 rakaats at a time). In each 

rakaat , after Surah Fatihah (Alhamdo), recite Surah Ikhlas (Kulhuwallah) 5 times. 

After completing the 12 rakaats, recite the following:  

 Kalima Tamjid (Sunhanallahi walhamdo lillahi wala ilaha ilallahu wallahu akbar wa 

la hawla wala kuwwata illa billa hil aliyil a’zeem) 100 times 

 Istighfar (Astaghfirullahil-lazi la ila huwal Hai-yul Qayyum wa atubu ilaihi) 100 

times 

 Darood Sharif 100 times 

     Inshallah whatever you ask for will be granted. 

 

1. Pray 6 rakaats nafil namaaz in 2 rakaat units. In each rakaat after Surah Fatihah 

(Alhamdo), recite Surah Ikhlas (Kulhuwallah) 7 times. After completing the prayers, 

recite Darood Sharif 50 times. There is tremendous reward for this prayer. 

 

2. Pray 100 rakaats nafil namaaz in 2 rakaat units. In each rakaat after Surah Fatihah  

(Alhamdo) recite Surah Ikhlas (Kulhuwallah) once. After completing the namaaz , 

recite Darood Sharif 100 times. Then go into Sajdah and ask Allah for your needs. 

Inshallah your needs will be granted.  

 

3. Many scholars send a gift of prayers to our beloved Prophet (peace and blessings of 

Allah be upon him).  Pray 2 rakaat nafil. In each rakaat, after Surah Fatihah 

(Alhamdo) recite Surak Ikhlas (Kulhuwallah) 27 times. In qadah, after Attahiyat 

recite Darood Sharif 27 times. After completion of the namaaz , send the sawab of 

the prayer to our beloved Prophet . 

 

GREAT REWARDS FOR FASTING ON DAY OF MI’RAJ  

According to a Hadith whoever fasts on the day of Mi’raj and offers prayers in the 

night will get reward of 100 years of prayers. 

 

BLESSINGS OF RAJAB 

The whole month of Rajab is full of blessings. Some of the blessing of Rajab , according 

to Ahadith are as follows: 

 

1. The reward of good deeds is double in the month of Rajab 

2. The reward of fasting on any day of Rajab is equivalent to fasting one whole year 

3. Anyone who fasts 7 days in Rajab,  the 7 doors of Hell are closed for that person 

4. Anyone who fasts 8 days in Rajab, the 8 doors of Jannah are opened for that 

person. 



5. Anyone who fasts 10 days in Rajab, Allah will grant the person whatever good  

he/she asks. 


